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From the very beginning, one of the core aims
of this magazine has been to educate anglers
with regards the importance of conservation.
Catch and release is more important now ever
before, as our rivers, lakes and seas come under
increasing pressure from many angles - all, of
course, influenced by humans. If we are causing
the problems affecting fish stocks, then we are
also the solution.

There are two contrasting events that have
stuck in my mind these past few weeks. One
good, one bad. The developments surrounding
the protection of bass give us all hope for the
future. The increase of the EU Minimum Landing
Size (MLS) to 42cm will help bolster stocks but,
although a positive step, there is a long, bumpy
road ahead if bass, and indeed many other
sea species, are to be sufficiently protected to
prevent their extinction.
The recent surfacing of a now infamous picture
on social media of a Galway-based angling
club proudly displaying a dead 20lb+ pike as a
junior member receives a competition prize is
enough to make any true angler and fish lover
sick. However, although difficult to refrain from,
condemnation will solve little - it is education
that is the answer. If nothing else let’s hope
that people will now realise that this disgusting
incident and ignorant practice of managing (read:
killing) top predators is simply not accepted
in modern times. It’s just a shame that Inland
Fisheries Ireland do not typically punish people
for such crimes.
THIS ISSUE IS OUR BIGGEST AND BEST EVER!
We have such an array of writing and fishing
talent it’s quite astounding. We even have the
lads from brilliant Totally Awesome Fishing Show
reporting on their recent trip to Ireland. Exciting
times indeed. And its all for free - enjoy guys!

Bill Brazier, Editor
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his past month I’ve been
focusing my attention on the
Smooth Hound or ‘smuts’ or
‘smoothies’ for short. Smuts
are a streamline member
of the shark family which come to
our eastern shorelines usually around
the time of the first big carb ’peel’
and stay around for the summer/
autumn months. These toothless
crab-munchers bite hard and fight
even harder, changing direction so fast
the angler thinks its come off before
reconnecting with the fish after some
vigorous reeling. They can strip line,
make sustained runs and even pull
rods from stands when the clutch
hasn’t been set. It’s no wonder that
this powerful fish has achieved cult
status among both shore and boat
anglers alike in recent years.
The big female ‘smoothie’s come close
to shore to pup mid-summer. Hunting
alone they feed heavily before and
after pupping. Pack hounds, as the
name suggests, hunt in big groups of
mostly male fish and provide great
sport when dozens can be landed
before they move on. ‘Smuts’ feed
mainly on crustaceans but can be
caught on other baits like squid, rag,
lug and mackerel but none have the
pulling power of peeler crab. Peeler
crab is the number one smooth hound
bait for shore anglers. They can be
peeled, cut half way through and
wrapped into a sausage shape with
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A recent night time 6lb 12oz specimen smooth hound

the aid of a baiting needle and some
bait elastic, and it is this streamlined
approach to baiting up which aids in
casting distance and oozes scent into
the current drawing the fish to it.
Shore fishing for smooth hounds is a
straight forward affair to be honest.
On the marks I usually fish I find the
last two hours of the rise and the first
two hours of the drop best. Combine
this with dusk and a relatively calm
sea and you’ve got ideal conditions.

at that distance to maximize bites.

Which
I’ve also noticed the rougher the sea
the further out the hounds will be and
a good cast will still put you on the
fish. In calm conditions hounds can be
caught right in close. At the beginning
of every session I’ll fish one rod in
close and the other at distance to
begin with - if one rod gets more hits
than the other then I’ll put both rods

rig?

Hounds can be caught on most
standard shore rigs like 2-hook
flappers or standard paternosters but
the most appropriate and widely used
rig is the pulley Pennel. The pulley
rig is straight forward to tie up, casts
well and has the added benefit of
allowing the weight of a hooked fish to
lift the lead up ahead of the fish thus
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preventing it snagging. The rig body
should be 60lb test minimum and be
anywhere from 3ft to 5ft, depending
on the length of the snood required.
Generally the faster the tidal run the
shorter the snood and the slacker the
run the longer the snood. I generally
make my pulleys with a 30” body and
24” snood. Snoods should be 40lb
test minimum, even up to 60lb if your
power-casting due to the pressure
during the cast. Swivels should be
good quality 80lb test. Breakaway
Imps or Gemini splashdown bait clips
are a must; they ensure your bait
stays behind the lead on the cast and
keeps everything streamlined thus
getting your bait where you want it
to go and most importantly keeping
it intact. Hook choice is down to your
own personal preference, everyone
has their favourites. Sakuma Mantas
in a 2/0, 3/0 or 4/0 or Cox & Rawle
Uptide Extras in the same sizes are a
good choice as they are strong and
sharp.
Whatever hook you go for just
make sure that the size suits your bait
size. If you have mostly large peeler
in your bait bucket then a 4/0 & 3/0
Pennel would be more suitable, as
you need the hookpoint proud of the
bait to set the hook. If the baits are
on the small size then a single 3/0 or
3/0 & 2/0 combination would be more
appropriate.
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The simple
components
of a Pennel
pully rig

A measuring-mat shot of my current
PB of 9lb 14oz from last year
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How to tie a pulley rig:
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

Start off by tying a lead link to say
36“ length of 50 or 60lb mono.
Ensure all knots are wetted before
cinching down tightly.
Slide an 8 mm bead followed by a
swivel (80lb) or dedicated Pulley
bead (those from Breakaway
undoubtedly being the best),
followed by another bead.
Next up is a 80 lb. swivel.
From the swivel tie your snood of
40b plus mono, making it 4 or 5
inches shorter than your finished
rig body .
Most hound anglers prefer a
Pennel presentation so next slide
a Pennel hook up the snood (A
pennel hook has an offset eye)
followed by a 1 inch piece of
silicone tubing, this silicone tubing
is fed over the hook point and up
the shank to secure the top hook
in place, the bottom hook is then
tied on securely. I like to leave tag
end on the knot to add some grip
for bait.
Alternatively the top hook can be
simply wrapped by the snood 3
or 4 times to hold it in position
before hooking the top of the bait.
This rig can be used in conjunction
with a Breakaway impact lead,
Gemini splashdown lead or either
of the bait clips mentioned above
with any grip lead.
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Offshore

The sun setting at the start
of a Smooth hound session
Ross Macklin with
his new PB of 12lb+

Hard-back shore crab, ‘softies’ (freshly
moulted shore crab), hermits and
velvet swimmers are an ideal addition
to peeler for the boat anglers arsenal
as streamlined baits are not entirely
necessary due to the lack of significant
casting. A two hook running ledger
of 4ft made up of 60lb+ mono or
fluorocarbon is ideal. A hardback crab
and peeler can be a killer combination.
The scent of the peeler will draw the
fish up-tide where they will meet the
hard back crab. Smooth hounds have
sensory pores on their snout which
pick up weak electrical signals given off
by live prey, so having the peeler on
the first hook and the live crab on the
second will more often than not result
in the live crab getting hit first, with
double shots not uncommon. Hounds
have no problem dealing with the
hard shells of such baits as they come
equipped with a mouth designed for
crushing. Seeing as I suffer badly with
sea sickness, I’m largely confined to
the beaches in my hunt for a double
figure hound. I’ve tried boat angling
a good few times and with the aid of
prescription travel sickness patches
I can just about suffer it, but land is
where I’m most at home. Although
in saying that the recent catch report
from Wicklow Boat Charters could
lure me back to give it another try!
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Specimen hunter John Millerick with
a double figure fish aboard Wicklow
Boat Charters

David Evers with
a huge 17lb 3oz
smooth hound

The renowned Kit Dunne
with a 16lb+ hound

My friend Michael
Cooney with a shorecaught beast of 12lb 4oz
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New Irish Record!
This year has already seen the Irish
Smooth hound record broken on board
Kit Dunne’s charter, by Gar Murphy
on the 24th of May with a fish of 19lb,
123 cm long and 49 cm girth! The fish
was weighing from 19lb to 19lb 8oz
out at sea so Kit knew he had to get
it safely ashore for a more accurate
measurement. Luckily enough, Inland
Fisheries Ireland (IFI) protection staff
Maurice Carolyn and Des Chew were
on patrol in the area when Kit made
the call. The fish was held in a holding
tank and transferred to shore by Pat
Swan who was met by the IFI staff
who confirmed the weight of the
massive hound .The old record weight
stood at 16.58lb, which has now been
broken an amazing five times on board
Wicklow Boat Charters so far this
year!
With a record number of upper
double figure hounds being caught
offshore it’s only a matter of time
before they come closer to land and
into the range of the shore anglers.
As of yet, reports are few and far
between for the larger specimens from
the shore with only the odd specimen
being reported along with your
average pack hounds. The smoothies
around Dublin have been very slow to
arrive this year compared to last year
when it was one a chuck for most of
the summer on most of the popular
marks .
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My personal best currently stands
at 9.05lb/105cm from last year, caught
the day after I weighed a 12lb 6oz
beast for my friend Michael Cooney.
Ever since this I have had the hunger
for a big double figure fish of my own.
So far this year I’ve put in a lot of time
and effort, with a lot of crab and miles
travelled over the last month, doing
after-work sessions a couple of times
a week and frequently heading further
south to the beaches of Wicklow and
Wexford in the hope of encountering
some bigger fish. I’ve been fishing two
rods, one in close and the other at
distance and using fresh live peeler to
maximise my chances.
After an extremely slow start to the
hound season my efforts were starting
to pay off when I landed a 5lb 8oz
male followed by a specimen female
fish of 6lb 12oz in one session, which
got my hopes up for something bigger
over the next few days. But, so far, it
hasn’t happened, and Irish smooth
hounds they seem to be extremely hit
and miss this year, being very hard to
predict, with only pup hounds taking
the baits on most outings - and that’s
if you’re lucky enough to get through
the plague of dogfish that seem to be
around these marks! But I guess “you
just have to take the rough with the
smooth” and fish on. I’ll keep plugging
away until I reach my target; if I’m one
thing, it’s determined! After all, for
me, a double figure hound is a fish of a
lifetime. Here’s hoping...

The would-be record smooth
hound of 19lb 0oz caught in by
Gar Murphy in late May

Click here for a
video on baiting up
a Pennel pulley rig
with peeler crab
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This is not a

REHEARSAL
Phone Kit Dunne: 087-6832179
Email: info@wicklowboatcharters.ie
Visit: www.wicklowboatcharters.ie

Words: Karl Bohan
Photography: Karl Bohan & friends

N

estled amongst the rushes
and beds of yellow Iris, with
my eyes fixated out across the
water to the plunging skyline, it was
like god himself had dropped a hot
coal ember behind the woodland
horizon, causing an orange hue to
emanate. There was a gentle rustling
noise of the reed beds as the southwesterly wind pushed out across the
water, causing patterns to be etched
on this mysterious wild lough. I was
encapsulated by one of life’s true
pleasures.

IRELAND’S SUPERB EAST COAST ANGLING
Pg 10

The fishing rod is
merely an extra

In the forty-seven days since my
last encounter with ‘old red eye’ not
a day went past without the tench
entering my mind. Finally I had freed
up some bank time in the hope of
being reacquainted with this elusive
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species. I was to be joined on this
we began the arduous yet rewarding
expedition by lifelong friend and
task. I believe raking a swim to be
fishing buddy James Bourke, who
absolutely essential in the pursuit of
after living abroad had now returned
tench, regardless of the amount of
home and was eager to make up
weed present. Tench are naturally
for lost time with the tench. After
inquisitive creatures and clouding up
discussing it over a few beers we
the water will invariably draw them
settled on Friday the 5th of June
in. I also believe that you get out
for two nights. We were hoping the
what you put in fishing (and life in
weather would have improved at that
general) so no efforts are wasted!
stage given the awful May we were
experiencing. I left work in Kinsale at
We made our swims with
lunchtime in jubilant form and after
accuracy and, happy with the clear
collecting James in Leixlip we were
passages we had created through
finally on our way to the West. Some
the underwater jungle, we focused
250 miles later and
on the ground
Lots
of
goodies
went
into
the
approaching seven
bait. To begin
o’ clock we arrived at swims
we mixed 10kg
our chosen lake.
of brown crumb
with molasses,
We had both tried
to travel light but
as we all know this
doesn’t happen! So,
after two laborious
hours trudging
through heavy fields,
we had our gear
bank-side and soon
the bivvy was set
up, rods and pods
hemp, dead
assembled and everything tidied
maggots, corn,
away. Now the real work could begin casters and pellets
clearing the swims and baiting them.
of all sizes. This
Residing in Kildare we don’t have the
was allowed to sit
option like some lucky anglers to cut
while the juices
and prebait swims, but that’s all part
permeated
of the fun I guess! Donned in waders
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“In the forty-seven
days since my last
encounter with ‘old
redeye’ not a day
went past without
the tench entering
my mind”
Testing time!

the crumb. We
discussed what areas
to bait, one near
and one far being
the norm. With
our swims divided
only by a small reed
bed, we both opted
for the same area
at 60 yards for the
far spot. The wind
was very strong
and if it increased
furthermore we
could be caught out
trying to reach the
baited area, so

it was a bit of a gamble. The wind
was coming straight at us which is
always better than a crosswind, in
my opinion. I had just bought a set of
Free Spirit 1.75tc Barbel Tamers and
these would be ideal conditions to
test them in.
A spombing campaign soon
dispatched the ground bait to the
relative areas, maybe 20 (large)
spombs each to the far swim and a
few balls to the near swim. Darkness
was approaching and the high wind
coupled with intermittent showers
had the temperature reading a very
meagre six degrees - this by no means
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felt like June! We fished two rods
each. My first one was rigged with
double corn critically balanced on an
in line lead rig which was dropped
15 yards to the edge of the belt of
lilies. The second rod was fished
with an inline maggot feeder and
four fake maggots on the bed of
bait at sixty yards. James opted for a
maggot feeder also at range while his
second rod had a double 8mm boilie
hookbait, both of which were fished
at 60 yards.

Passing the time...
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Once our traps were
set we slumped in
our chairs as darkness
enveloped our lush
green surroundings. We
talked quietly about all
things fishing, breaking
occasionally to immerse
ourselves in the growing
stillness of nightfall.
Nocturnal creatures
could be heard emerging
from their burrows to
forage in the safety
blanket of darkness.
Splashing could be heard
in the margins, possibly
from waterfowl. With
heavy lids we clambered
into our makeshift
dwelling to rest our
weary bodies and
prepare for the break of
a new day.

I can think of worse ways to
spend time - photographing
nature whilst waiting for a tench

At roughly 1.50am one of my
buzzers went off and bleary eyed I
barrelled from the bivvy only for it to
stop dead as I reached the rods. Had
a tench picked up my bait and then
dropped it? I will never know. A recast
was followed by another spomb of
ground bait and a retreat to bed.
Twenty minutes later James’ alarm
was sounding, the bobbin rising and
falling slowly but with no solid take.
We were sat poised by the rods, now
whispering quietly. Every ten minutes

or so there would be a couple of
beeps on one of our rods. These were
line bites we were witnessing. Had a
shoal of bream meandered onto our
baited area by chance? It seemed
the most likely scenario. Having been
lucky enough to encounter the small
head of good sized bream here I was
naturally excited at the prospects of
doing battle with some slabs in the
dead of night, as was James.
However, sad to say, this wasn’t
to be the case as the liners became
more infrequent, and after trying

all sorts of rig, bait and positional
adjustments we could not get a take.
Perhaps they were only investigating
this new found goldmine of food on
offer but had other things on their
mind. It was 4am when we finally
conked-out, defeated and truly
perplexed by what had happened.
Our sleep was short lived though as
a blistering run for James resulted in
our first fish, a chunky female tench
of about four and a half pounds. We
had opted not to use keep nets so
this fish went straight back, swimming
away strongly. Next it was my far rod
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school-bound children’s voices
carried on the strengthening
Westerly breeze, all kinds
of our feathered friends
dropping in to say hello. We
ate breakfast and topped up
the swim with a few more
spombs of bait. By midday we
had landed a measly three
tench from twelve runs, a
disappointing ratio of fish
being landed. But we must not
forget the uncharacteristically
cold and wet May and now
June we are having. These
temperatures are more like
late March conditions and
the tench are neither here
nor there, so it can be hard to
tempt them into feeding with
gusto.
Having not had so much
as a sniff on my near rod I
decided to change the double
corn to a single piece of
A trio of June tench
maize, critically balanced and
soaked in a mixture of flavours
that was away and after a fearsome
I concocted - this was now destined
battle the fish came off right at the
for my far baited area. James’ swim
net. I have no doubt it was a very
was almost dead now also so we
angry male tench!
both agreed it was time to ring the
changes. It seemed
As the morning
“the tench were not playing the tench were not
wore on the sounds ball... It was now time to go
playing ball so we
of the world waking
decided to go all
hard, or gome home”
crept up on us; an
out and bait the far
early car passing
swim heavily in the
on a nearby laneway, the sound of
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hope of
crossing
paths with
the bream
once more.
Another
bucket
of bait
laced with
goodies
was soon
dispersed
to the
Some of us slept
relevant
more than others!
area. Now
it was time
to go hard, or go home.
The skies complexion had grown
bruised and dark clouds cast a
foreboding presence. A skein of
ducks passed overhead, seeking out
sheltered pastures I presume. The
boughs of a nearby oak tree began
to rock menacingly and the sorrowful
willows long spindly fingers frantically
scratched the water’s surface. White
horses now appeared. The driving
gale having awoken them from
their slumber, they grew in size and
gathered momentum as they crashed
through the band of reeds lining the
shore, sending a deafening cacophony
of birds fleeing for shelter. Horizontal
sheets of rain drove across the lake
consuming everything in their path. It
was as if the storm Gods were doing
battle in the Atlantic Ocean off the

coast of Mullaghmore. It was time to
batten down the hatches.
We cowered in the bivvy for the
remainder of the afternoon praying
the storm would subside. We cooked
ourselves dinner and tied PVA bags to
pass the time, all the while listening
to ShannonsideFM, talking tactics as
well as our chances of being able to
leave the bivvy again! After a couple
of hours the rain ceased and we
emerged for a recast and to top up
the swim. Usually I wouldn’t feed
so heavily but knowing of the huge
head of small roach and rudd in our
venue it was important to feed them
off and keep the swim laced with free
offerings. At seven o clock that long
awaited sound echoed - a screeching
run on my left rod, and after a few
nervy moments another tench
crossed the rim into the landing net,
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maize having done the trick. Another
as the last vestiges of light from the
spomb and a recast soon followed
evening sun sunk down behind the
and just as I was attaching the bobbin
trees. A growing stillness ensued as
that rod was away again -this was
I watched the small fry dimpling the
more like it! I managed
An angry male with a powerful tail!
another three or more
tench in the next hour or
so to the maize.
James’ static bobbins
were beginning to fossilise
at this stage so he decided
to switch from boilies to a
piece of maize to try and
incite a take. I already had
my other rod’s hookbait
changed over at that stage
and was catching on both.
James’ maize had not
settled for two minutes
in the swim before it was
engulfed by an angry
male. The fish were really reacting
to the maize somehow. I don’t know
how and I didn’t really care! By
dusk we had added maybe a further
dozen tench between us, all ranging
between 3.5-5.5lb – all of them falling
to the maize. The wind was beginning
to slacken and we were landing
maybe one from every two runs. All
kinds of rig and hook size changes
were made to try and counter these
failed hook ups and bumped fish but
to no avail. It was just one of them
days I think.
I reclined contently in my swim
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water’s surface, interspersed only
by the rolling of tench in the swim.
This to me is what it feels like to be
truly alive, every sinew of my body
radiating content. It’s an irrepressible
desire that my soul yearns for - here
by the water’s edge under the night
sky is where I long to be. The fishing
rod is merely an extra. A sombre
feeling usually follows as I know this
moment must pass. Having been
absorbing the atmosphere in his
swim, James now joined me.
It was midnight now and the
moon’s pale light illuminated our

surroundings. The action had ceased
wound some slack line before lifting
and we were both exhausted, half
into the fish. I was met with good
hoping for a quiet night to recharge
resistance and then the tell-tale slow
for our morning departure. Some
steady knocks on the rods tip. This
chance! Less than
was surely a bream. After a seemingly
an hour in bed
protracted battle the fish was ready
and my
for the
alarms “here by the water’s edge
net and
began to under the night sky is where James was
give off I long to be. The fishing rod
on hand
single
with the
is merely an extra. ”
beeps
net once
the fish
sporadically.
broke the surface. The beam from
Had the bream
my headlamp shrouded with mist
returned? James
caught sight of the brassy flanks of a
and I sat poised
respectable bream. Not huge but a
by the rods in
very welcome fish.
expectation once
again - so much
Next it was my friends turn, a
for sleeping! My
similar drop back bite which he
bobbins were
connected with. But sadly, a nervy
rising slowly and falling back down
fight was cut short by the fish coming
again, it was painful to watch. By 2am
off. It was definitely another bream
there were still no takes. But then,
and judging by the fierce bend in the
like an illusion, my bobbin rose up
rod a good one at that. My maize was
and then
soon picked
A bream at last!
gently
up again and
fell back
after about a
down
minute attached
all the
to another
way to
hefty slab
the deck
the line went
– yes,
slack - heart
a drop
break. This
back! I
fish seemingly
lifted the
spooked the
rod and
shoal as the
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action then ceased, even after the
introduction of more bait. It was
disappointing but in truth we were so
tired that we just wanted our beds.
Three-thirty and James was up
again, this time battling another
tench. I was secretly half-hoping
not to get any runs so I could get
some shut-eye but that was never
going to happen! We took turns for
the next while manning the rods in
the hope the other could get a few
winks, although in reality it’s virtually
impossible to switch off with bite
alarms constantly sounding! The
swim was alive with fish. Rolling could
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really kick started our tenching again
and pushed our team tench tally to
near one hundred. It is worth noting
that after every fish or dropped run
a spomb of bait was deposited in
the swim to keep the fish feeding.
The tench are now almost all at their
optimum size, although by the time
you read this they will probably
have spawned in most waters. After
this session we can now turn our
Not that the numbers were
attention away from frantic sport in
important to us in the slightest, I think
the hope of encountering a larger
the final tench standings between us
specimen. Watch this space!
were around the forty mark. It was
I think it is important not to lose
an explosive morning to say the least,
sight of what is important in life,
with all bar perhaps three fish falling
and I believe that is happiness.
to the maize. The sun was already
Whether it is fishing, playing sport,
high in the sky by nine so we wound
spending time with your loved ones
in and, after breakfast, packed it in. In
or whatever it may be that fills you
what has been a somewhat stop-start
with it, embrace it, nurture it and
season so far, with sport being better
encourage it. I always remember as a
in early April than in May, this trip
child seeing a cushion in
my Grandmother’s house
The result of four hours of explosive
which had a message
action before packing up!
in the stitching. That
message has stayed with
me ever since and there
are often times I remind
myself of it. The message
said “ENJOY LIFE,
BECAUSE THIS IS NOT A
REHEARSEAL”. I will leave
you on that note.
a brace shot for the album. Little did
I know what was to follow. Lady Luck
duly shined over those next few hours
and I managed 17 or so more tench
and a stray bream that didn’t make
the keep net but made the photo!
James, who had risen at about seven
o’ clock, added a further ten tench to
his growing haul.

June my eyeball! Another tench
caught in the rain and the wind...

be heard in the darkness. At 5am I
resurfaced,
allowing James
some much
needed sleep
and knowing
we would be
packing up in
less than four
hours I decided
to set up the
keep net (a
long, wide 5m
fish-friendly
meshed model)
in the hope of
maybe getting

Thanks for reading!
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A round-up report on the recent
13th FIPS-ed Bank Fishing with
lures World Championships by
the National Coarse Fishing
Federation of Ireland
The North Lake at Craigavon City
Lakes, Co. Armagh, Northern Ireland
played host to the FIPS-ed World
Championship Bank Fishing with
Lures event over the weekend of 23rd
& 24th of May. For the first time in
its 13-year history the championships
were played out on a lake instead
of the usual river venues. This lake
was observed as being one of the
fairest venues ever to feature but was
also considered the unknown and
attracted only those countries at the
top of their game.
It was the lure fishing elite and
nine top nations who prepared to
fish alongside Team Ireland from the
banks of the 25 hectare lake, divided
into four equal zones of ten anglers.
Each evening prior to the competition
DCAL Inland Fisheries stocked the
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venue, introducing in total 4000 450g
rainbow trout over the duration of
the championships, as the anglers
were drawing their zones. On the
morning of the competition days the
starting positions were drawn with
each angler wanting the first choice
of position within their zone.

Proceedings - Day 1
Day one started well with anglers in
zones A and B on the railway bank
catching well, but just as quickly it
became apparent that it was going to
be tough on the opposite bank. The
first day produced a total of 266 fish
with anglers in zones C and D catching
only 9 of these.
The competition is scored on the
number of rainbow trout, pike and

perch caught irrespective of size and
1 point is awarded for each. In each
of the 4 x 45 minute sessions fished
each day penalty points are given to
the anglers with no fish. The number
of penalty points is determined by
the number of anglers in the zone
and the number who do not catch.
It means an angler catching fish in a
session that’s very productive could
rank lower in a zone with no fish.
Youry Morgun, Russia and
Massimiliano Ghibaudo, Italy scored
the valuable one point in the first
and second leg in zone D as the only
anglers to catch. Some legs in zone C
produced no fish at all but Slovakia’s
Juraj Smatana was happy with his
pike coming in the last session of the
day. This and the achievements of
team mates Peter Hornak and Lukas
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The numerous volunteers from angling
clubs all across Ireland along with
DCAL Inland Fisheries staff provided a
superb stewarding service throughout
the championships with many feeling
like Olympic athletes keeping in line
with their assigned competitor as they
moved positions along the bank at
speed.

silver medal and Lukas Holly, Slovakia
the Bronze.
Andrew Powell was Team Ireland’s
top qualifying performer yet had drawn
the far bank for the second day and
completed the competition with no
fish. Lindsay Mc Fadden had drawn
zone C leaving Jacek and Arvydas to

Another rainbow is
safely netted

Predator Team Ireland at the opening
ceremony, eager to get fishing!
Holly ranked them the top three anglers
on day one putting current World
Champions Team Slovakia into the lead.

competition.

Team Ireland members Andrew
Powell and Arvydas Mencinskas had
seen no fish from zones C and D,
Lindsay McFadden had 9 fish in zone
B and Jacek Gorny 11 in A. The team
finished the day in 8th place with Jacek
the highest scoring individual ranked
15th.

The weather conditions were less
favourable on day two, overcast with an
easterly wind blowing across the lake.
The shallower waters of zones C and D
continued to under-perform with only 8
fish caught in comparison with 179 on
A and B. Team Russia gained valuable
ranking catching 2 of the 8 fish to go
with the success of their team members
on the opposite bank. Likewise Lukas
Holly nets his only fish of the day in the
last round. It was going to be a close
competition with Russia and Slovakia
dominating the rankings in zone A and
B all day.

A length Captains Meeting took place
on Saturday evening with an agreement
that a member of Team Croatia would
have the fish count nulled for use of
an improper lure. Team Croatia would
then take the decision to substitute
the angler for the following day’s
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Proceedings - Day 2

The results
Eventually the competition comes to
a close with Team Russia the world
champions of 2015 for Gold; Silver –
Team Slovakia and Bronze – Team Italy.
Peter Hornak the individual to catch the
most fish during the championships, 43
in total, is crowned World Champion.
Italy’s Massimiliano Ghibaudo takes the

catch 9 fish in zones A and B. With
Jacek Ireland’s highest performer during
the competition in the same zone as
Peter Hornak it was always going to
be difficult to score well and the team
ranked in tenth place overall.
Mainland Europe is streets ahead of
Ireland in this discipline, not surprisingly
when natural baits are banned in
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some countries. The superior skill of
these elite anglers was apparent on
the bank during the competition. The
lures in use were a closely guarded
secret but we could see flickering pinks
and bronzes with the smaller lure
favourable. Lure angling is gaining
popularity in Ireland and this is just the
second time Team Ireland has presented
a team for the championships. Using
stocked venues as is always the case for
these championships meaning there
was no real advantage to be gained on
home soil.

Going forward

championships held on Lough Erne in
County Fermanagh, Northern Ireland in
2013 Jacek Gorny and Tomasz Kurman
were Bronze medalists. The Irish
qualifiers for selection of the team to
represent Ireland at the championships
in Estonia this October took place over
the weekend of 4th & 5th of July and
will be held again on the 1st & 2nd
of August. For more information visit
www.ncffi.ie

Slovakia’s Peter Hornak fighting one of
his 43 fish on way to winning Gold

Armagh City, Banbridge and
Craigavon County Council provided
the very best of Ireland’s hospitality
throughout the championships

Team Manager Tomi Kurman says,
“Of course we are disappointed to
have finished in tenth place but the
experience and knowledge gained from
the world’s top teams this weekend has
been invaluable. These anglers are far
more experienced in this type of fishing
than we are and will have caught 1000
fish on lures to every one we have
caught - we have some catching up to
do! It’s new and we can only improve
and learn in this discipline which is
gaining popularity quickly in Ireland”.
Currently stronger in the boat
angling lure discipline, Team Ireland are
ranked 7th in the world and returned
home from the championships in
France in 2014 with the largest fish of
the competition award for a 117cm
pike caught by two winning pair
Andrew & Steven Powell. At the 2013
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Russia, Team
World Champions

Peter Hornak,
World Champion
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showcasing a medley of music and
dance at the opening ceremony at
Craigavon Civic Centre where FIPSed
Vice President Igor Chinyakov declared

the championships open. The event
concluded with the medal ceremony
and gala dinner a sparkling affair at the
Seagoe Hotel attended by the Minister

of Culture, Arts & Leisure, Carál Ní
Chuilín; a great honour and fantastic
endorsement for our sport. The next
World championships to be hosted

in Ireland will be the FIPSed World
Championships Boat Fishing with Lures
in October 2016, on the mighty Lough
Ree

Click here for a video
summary of the World
Championships Bank
Fishing with Lures
Pg 19
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I

n Ireland we are spoilt for choice with
regards to the easily accessible ray
fishing that is on offer throughout
the country. There are many species
of ray that are present in our waters,
inhabiting the deep blue depths to
the fast running tidal estuaries. These
flat shaped and peculiar members of
the shark family are predominantly
bottom feeders and come in a variety
of jaw dropping colours and markings.
From the more commonly encountered
species such as the Thornback, Painted
and Spotted, to the less frequent
species such as the Sting Ray, Undulate
and the sometimes colossal-sized
Common Skate, these fish will test most
tackle to its limit, which makes them an
exciting and fulfilling quarry.
This article is based on my ray fishing
experiences in the South West of the
country where most ray species can be
found. As water temperatures increase
during the year, so too do the numbers
of ray that can be targeted in relatively
shallow water. I generally start ray
fishing from March onwards but this is
not to say that they cannot be caught
earlier in the year or even in the winter,
it is just my own preferred time to
start.
Using the kayak to target
ray is an added bonus as it
allows me to fish areas
where a beach caster
cannot reach, or
anchor up in
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Anchored up and waiting for a
ray or two in Tralee Bay
a tidal flow where the ray come past
with the moving tide. There are two
ways in which I target rays and these
include drifting in the sea or anchored
up in a tidal estuary. When drifting for
ray in the more open sea I like to find
a suitable area to cover, paddle past
it and make sure I drift back over it at
a steady speed. If the wind is a little
breezy I deploy my drogue anchor
which has been one of the best pieces
of equipment I have added to my kit.
It allows the kayak drift to be slowed
right down and keeps the baits moving
steadily over the sandy bottom, which
is a must I have found when targeting
most rays.

Mackerel takes
another ray

Fishing the tidal estuaries off the
kayak is somewhat different and I
choose to anchor up once I have found
my preferred ground. The rays move
with the tide so anchoring up allows
the baits to be on the bottom and in
position for when the fish come past.
I always have my anchor set up on
a quick release system should I ever
need to disconnect from it quickly.
Estuary fishing is a bit more of a waiting
game but, as always, local knowledge,
research (e.g. forums) and experience
will tell you when to wait and where.
Once the groundwork is put in it makes
having a ray on the end of the line all
the more fun and rewarding.

Off the Scale

As simple as it gets...
I like to keep things extremely simple
when targeting the ray species and
rarely go further than using a single
hook ledger rig for all fish. There is
no need to over complicate things.
The trace is made up using a weight
on a sliding boom. The weight will be
determined by the drift speed or tidal
flow and how much of it is required
to keep the bait on the bottom.
This sliding boom and weight
is threaded on to the main
line. Following this is a
bead which is threaded
onto the main line
to stop the boom
from damaging
the knot by
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bouncing against it. The mainline and
trace are connected by a barrel swivel.
For the trace itself, a fluorocarbon line
is a great choice. I use anything from
20lb upwards, depending on the size of
the ray that can be found in the location
I am fishing. I find that usually only
about 4ft is required. Next comes the
topic of beads and sequins, or any other
sort of attractors that can be added to
the trace. Personally I normally add a
couple of beads but still feel that the
bait is the best attractor. Many anglers
have their own personal preferences
and they all work. Location and timing,
and perhaps bait choice, as in practically
all fishing, is usually key. Hook sizes
are also dependent on the type of ray
which are being targeted along with the
size of the bait being used. I use hooks
as small as a 1/0 through to a 6/0.
Even larger sizes are used for the big
Common Skate, which I am yet to make
an attempt at catching.
My preference is for rods that are
as light as possible when fishing for
ray and I don’t use heavier than a 20lb
class rod. On most occasions I fish two
12lb rated rods coupled with two small
multipliers spooled up with 12lb mono
or braid. I also always carry a spinning
rod for a bit of sport and I often get
most fish on this setup. They really put
a bend in that rod! As you can tell, my
rigs are far from technical but I always
make sure my bait presentation is the
best it can be to encourage more takes.

Close up of a Thornback rayhandle with care!
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During my ray fishing outings I have
had the most success with mackerel
baits. Cutting a full fillet off and then
slicing it down the middle, length-ways,
gives a long, streamlined bait that is
pinned once on the hook when I am
drift fishing. This allows the bait to
have a flowing motion as it is pulled
across the bottom. The main thing I do
when drifting is prevent the bait from
spinning. This doesn’t look very natural
and I’m convinced will result in less
takes. When fishing the tidal estuaries
it is sometimes not ideal to hook a fillet
in this way and bait elastic is instead
used to secure it on, once again making
sure I reduce the likelihood of the bait
spinning.

As well as
mackerel there are
other baits I have caught
ray on. Sandeel is another
top bait and has produced a
number of ray for me. I have also
used whiting when other bait is
scarce and hard to find and it has also
produced some great results. I try to
keep my bait as fresh as possible as it
gives me more confidence when fishing.
The take from a ray can come in the
form of a rod suddenly lunging over
and line peeling off the reel, to a subtle
nod on the rod tip. When a surging bite
occurs I will take the rod out my holder
and lift into the fish to set the hook. I
try to get the hook set in the quickest
time possible to reduce the chances of
deep hooking the fish. When greeted
by a gentler, tentative bite I once again
take the rod out of the holder and wait
for the ray to swim off with the bait; I
set the hook by lifting into it and not
striking wildly. Once hooked it becomes
apparent that there is something on
the end of the line that does not want
to be there. Powerful runs and hugging
tight to the bottom are just some of
the tricks used by ray species to get off
the hook. Using the drag on the reel to
my advantage, I let the fish run when

A male Painted ray goes
straight back
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it wants to.
Fights can be
short or be very
enduring when it
comes to the different
species. The Sting Ray is
one of the hardest fighting
for its size and a larger one can
make a number of runs, trying
to literally bury itself in the seabed.
All the ray species I have encountered
put up a solid fight which
makes them some of the
most exciting fish to target.
Landing the ray is the next
task and presents a number
of problems that must be
taken into account.
Handling any
ray species is
a task in itself
and I pay
particularly
close
attention
when
landing
them.
One ray
that I
take
special care with is the obvious Sting
ray. They have venomous spines on
their tails that cause a horrific, painful
injury if it penetrates the skin. I unhook
these fish as quickly and safely as
possible at the side of the kayak. Most
of the other ray species have thorn-
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like spines on the top of the fish which
give a nasty cut if not held properly.
With all the ray species I make it of high
importance to protect both myself and
the fish.
There has been a tagging program
put in place for the rays and sharks
of Ireland. This is a great initiative to
monitor the movements and growth
rates of the various species that inhabit
the Irish coastlines and is vital to assist
in the conservation and management
of stocks. When a ray is caught
it is tagged with a
specialist
tagging gun
and

numbered
plastic
tag. This
number is
unique to
the fish and
it is weighed,
measured
and photographed before being
released. When (or should I say if)
this fish is caught again in the future,
this reference or ID number on can
be recorded, the fish weighed, the
location of capture, measurements
and any other information noted. This

A recently caught
Undulate ray from
Tralee Bay. Note
the red tag
information can then be sent to Inland
Fisheries Ireland (IFI) and that particular
fishes profile can be updated. On a
recent outing to the Tralee Bay estuary
I was fortunate enough to land an
Undulate ray which had been previously
tagged. It is good to see that tagged fish
are still feeding and healthy after being
tagged and released. I was delighted to
see this and reported my catch to IFI,
quoting the tag number. I look forward
to receiving the information related to
that fish.

A Kerry Sting ray glides
across the shallow sands

Ray fishing in Ireland can be a fun and
fulfilling challenge when done on lighter
gear. There are various species that can
be targeted all throughout the summer
and by using simple techniques and
fishing intelligently decent-sized ray are
within the grasp of any angler, ashore or
afloat.

Off the Scale
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Summer schoolies
By Steven Neely

Photography by Steven Neely & friends
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Most fanatical bass hunters will be
wishing the bright sunny days to pass
and summer to slowly slip into autumn
for that small, and sadly brief, window of
awesome bass fishing just before winter
takes its grip. It may seem strange to
others to be wishing away the textbook
holiday weather which most others
would die for but for
bass fanatics it is usually
rather
unproductive,
unless, that is, you are
prepared to become
nocturnal!

in the last issue, the one major thing I
have had to adapt to in Alderney is the
ferocious tides which race around the
island, creating all sorts of rips, back
eddies, gullies and general chaos. At
first it was all a little daunting and the
usual plugging gear wasn’t really cutting

Over the past
few weeks I have
been facing similar
dilemmas over here in
Alderney. With summer
underway, the days
are longer and the sun
is up high and shining
bright which, in turn,
is making the bigger
bass more cautious.
However, a bass is a
bass and despite my
drive to catch bigger
specimens they are still
an amazingly pretty
and awesome fish so the lure rod had it against the strength of the tides
to come out to tackle a few bars of pouring over the killer looking reefs,
which stick out all around the island.
Channel Island’s silver.
I went back to my past experience of
fishing estuaries with strong currents
Reefs and rips
back along the south coasts of Wexford
and Waterford for inspiration.
As I touched on in my wrasse article
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After a bit of experimenting and
tweaking I finally arrived at my set up
– an Illex 8ft 6” rod rated up to around
30g and a series of Illex Nitro shads
ranging from 14g to 21g. I decided on an
8-strand braid to help cut down on line
resistance in the water and decrease

“holiday weather... usually
rather unproductive unless
you are prepared to become
nocturnal!”

Reefs and tips.
Snaggy but full of bass!
drag, and to increase bit detection and
sensitivity.
The concept was pretty simple - I
would approach my mark, asses the
current speed and direction and then
match that with the appropriate weight

Black lures are well
worth a try at night
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Larger fish came after darkness fell...

Shad mad!
Usually I use shads early and late season
when the bass are a bit more lethargic
and really only on the move for larger
offerings. We associate the summer
months with sand eels and of course
this would mean using longer, slimmer
lures but there is logic to my use of
shads - let me explain.
My plan was to present a lure close
to the bottom and as slow as possible
allowing the lure to remain in the kill
zone for as long a period as possible.
Using slimmer sand eel-profiled lures
makes sense in terms of matching the
hatch but I simply couldn’t keep them
in the zone for long enough due to their
lack of resistance in the water. Shads on
the other hand create huge resistance
due to their deep body and larger tails
which meant a slow drift speed and
thus hanging in the zone for longer.

of shad, adjusting to suit the current as
the tide changed. This often involved
using heavier lures mid-tide and
stepping down the weight when the
tide reached either high or low as the
current tended to slow up.
I was casting up-tide,allowing the shad to
sink and then picking up the slack whilst
the lure swung around in the current.
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There is a fine line though between to ambush any available food washing
running the lure as tight as possible past. My plan was to try and work the
to the bottom and avoiding snags. shads slow and as close to the bottom as
However, it
I dared and it
“it’s
important
to
try
and
present
the
wasn’t long
is important
to try and lure as close to structure as possible as before it was
present
this is where the fish will be lying up” p r o d u c i n g
the lure as
results - not
close to structure as possible as this is big fish but still any silver is a reward for
where the fish will be lying up waiting the effort put in!

I was using the Illex Nitro 120
shad which has a nice deep body and
circular shaped paddle tail which gives
the perfect balance of presence and
vibrations in the water (take a look at
the video to see how they are rigged).
The same concept applies to pretty
much most shads available on the
market such as the Fiiish Black Minnow,
Delalande GT Shad, Xorus Rolling shad
and so on.
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So far every bass I have caught this
season has been on some form of
paddle tail soft plastic - usually over
80% of my catch rate over the course of
a season is attributed to the use of soft
plastics. A lot boils down to confidence
though. As every season goes past I
find my plugs stay in their boxes more
and more and my use of soft plastics
increases. This can be attributed to
several factors; firstly, the ability to fish
them weed less giving the ability to fish
over very weedy, rough ground which
bass love to patrol. Secondly, they can
usually be fished much slower, which

often appeals to larger fish as they can
be lazier and more lethargic. Finally, I
think they offer greater flexibility for
matching prey items as the choice of
patterns and profiles is staggering,
ranging from mackerel style lures to
shrimp patterns, crab shapes to pin
sand eel, the list goes on.

Going nocturnal

Despite encountering a few fish in
daylight it wasn’t until I started fishing

the night tides that my average size
increased. This is often the case with
bass when the conditions are bright
and sunny - the larger fish simply
become too wary and cautious, in
which case it will be dawn, dusk or
darkness before the confidence grows
and the chances of a hit on a lure
always rises.
Presented with a small window of
opportunity as the tides corresponded
with darkness, I had a specific set of

reefs and gullies in mind which would
be completely flooded and prime for
throwing some shads over as the light
faded away.
The plan was quite simple; locate
the submerged reefs and gullies and
whack out shads and slowly work
them methodically across the mark
in search of the bass, which in theory
should have moved in and up the
structure as the tide built and the light
dropped.

“As every season goes past I find my
plugs stay in their boxes more and more
and my use of soft plastics increases”
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The weapon of choice was the 4.8”
Illex Ammonite Shad in Bluegill (basically
black) colour. I choose this shad in
particular for its very wide body and
aggressive ribbed sides which would
omit strong vibrations at night helping
the bass to tune in. The wide profile
of the body also meant the lure would
sink slower on the drop which increases
the kill time for the bass. Black is often
a great colour to try at night as it gives
off a prominent silhouette against any
ambient lighting which may be present.
It was simply rigged on a 15g ball jig
head which was just enough to allow me
to cast far enough into the head winds
that were forecast. The first evening I
had two small fish and my fishing buddy
had another pair which started to nudge
around the 4lb mark. The second night
we returned and I had another few small
fish and then connected with a better
standard which we had been looking for.
I had lost focus a little bit as you do
when you have been fishing for a while
- I was going through the motions when
all of a sudden the rod tip took a whack
and the line began to peel off the reel.
The fish literally hit in the back wash of
the wave and began to tear off towards
the reef. After a short scrap I managed
to beach the fish and get a hold of it by
the mouth before safely lifting it up the
beach for a few snaps.
It was a nice fish between 4-5lb in
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weight, which in my book was a success
given the smaller average size I had been
encountering in daylight. After a few
quick snaps along side the rod I slipped
the fish back into the tide and watched
as the moon lit up the flanks as it made
its way back into the surf and away what a sight!

hours may have improved as the bait
move in from off shore and the larger
fish start to patrol the shore line.

New kit and better things
to come?
In the meantime I have ordered a few
more shads and bits and pieces which
I want to experiment with and will
hopefully be deployed by the start
of August and tried and tested for
September to really connect with some
larger bars of silver. It doesn’t just end
with new lures though ... as any self

Sadly the tides dropped below the
required height over the following few
nights and the action switched off - it is
amazing how fickle they can be but when
you start working out feeding patterns
it really pays off. Thankfully I had the
luxury of shared knowledge from a local
friend (which I am
eternally
grateful
Click here for a video
for) so it gave me
on how to correctly rig up
a good head start.
a shad on a jig head
I love it when a
plan starts to come
together and all the
individual aspects
click together and
your efforts are
rewarded.

respecting lure fanatic will tell you - you
can never have too many rods! As it was
my birthday recently I treated myself
to a new heavy shad rod, and Illex S
270 MH, 10-50g. Most of my average
bassing rods are rated 5-28g but this is
a step up from those and with a length
of 9ft it will allow for presenting bigger
lures at some extreme distances which
I am hoping will put me over some
new structure and features. Of course
the next big question is what reel do I
need to buy to balance it.... of course it
will be a Daiwa, but that’s a debate fro
another day!

Unfortunately,
now I am waiting
for the next set of
decent tides to try
and replicate the
same thing but who
knows, by then the
dynamic could have
changed and the
fishing in daylight

Off the Scale

“Take care of the fish, and the fishing will take care of itself”
Art Neumann
Pg 31
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St ck at it
By Gary Doyle
Photography:
Gary Doyle &
friends
The fish had finally
settled back down
after spawning
and the winds had
changed and were
blowing from the south so a day trotting
a float on the River Barrow was in order.
With the two-day Barrow Bonanza
competition looming, practice on the
stick float was needed so this was an
ideal opportunity to put a few things
right. The section of the river I chose
was between Carlow and Athy. The
river is six feet deep here with a nice
pace for the stick float. I found the
wind blowing upstream which is perfect
for the “stick”. A downstream wind
will usually blow your main line past
your float and hamper presentation by
dragging your float off the line you fed,
leading to less bites. It also means that
an almost constant mending of the line
is required, which can be hard work.
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My set up was nothing
special - a 14 foot Drennan
Matchpro float rod and a
Daiwa 3012TDR reel loaded
with 3lb Daiwa sensor
main line. An 8 x no.4 lignum stick float
fished with a bulk of no. 8 shots and no.
8 droppers was chosen. The reason my
bulk was made up with shots as small
as these was simply to give me the
option of spreading them out in a “shirt
button” style on my rig if the fishing
was hard. Such an arrangement would
allow the hookbait to fall more slowly
through the water column, providing
more opportunity for fish to intercept
it at all levels. A 6 inch hooklength of
0.12mm Shimano Aspire line to a size 16
Tubertini series 18 hook completed my
rig. Unlike wagglers, stick floats have no
eyes and are attached to your main line
with float rubbers, meaning they can
be moved up and down your line with
relative ease. Fishing different depths
in the same run or swim to find where
the fish might be feeding is vital tactic
when float fishing rivers. Bait again was
nothing out of the ordinary really; a
couple of pints of caster, a pint of hemp,
some maggots and pinkies for hook
bait. I brought along a 10L bucket full
of groundbait which consisted of Van
Den Eynde Secret, Van Den Eynde Super
Roach and black crumb.
Stick floats are generally designed

to be fished up to three rod lengths
out; if you are fishing any further out
a waggler or bolo should be used. To
cast a stick float a nice underarm flick
is all that’s needed, which is effortless
with the correct, balanced tackle. If you
cast it over your head like a waggler or
feeder you will run into a lot of trouble
with tangles. As with all float fishing, if
you feather the line just before your rig
hits the surface of the water your rig
will land in a straight line rather than
on top of itself. If you can get a smooth
rhythm going you will have a tangle-free
days fishing. If you have to force your
stick float out to where you’re fishing
then your float is simply too light for the
task at hand and should be changed to a
heavier one.
After quickly plumbing up my swim
to get a rough idea of the depths I
trotted the stick down a couple of times
without bait on just to make sure I had
a clean run down. Happy that my swim
was snag free I introduced four onehanded balls of groundbait containing
caster and hemp and started off with
double maggot on the hook. Typically
for the Barrow, bites came almost
instantly but only one maggot was
damaged each time so I soon swapped
to a single maggot and the very next
trot down I had my first fish; a dace of
no more than an ounce!
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In the next twenty minutes fifteen
more of these little dace were landed
so I decided to start loose feeding hemp
and caster to try and get the bigger fish
to move into the swim. Every run down
a pouch full of caster and hemp was
put in and every five or so minutes a
nugget of groundbait was also added. It
didn’t take long for this change to work
and after another handful of little dace
I started to hook better fish. Dace of
3-4oz had now pushed the really small
ones out and I was starting to put a nice
run of fish together. Once the bigger
fish moved into the swim I changed up
to double maggot. The float was trotting
down the swim perfectly, going under
in almost the same spot every time,
resulting in a fish being swung to hand.
This fishing didn’t last too long and
before long my swim went quiet, with
my float now passing by my catch zone.
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Just as I was about to reel back
in the float dipped and I struck.
As I started to wind the rod went
solid. A pike had grabbed my dace
and was heading for the far bank. This
explained why my swim went quiet!
After a short to and fro battle which felt
like a tug of war contest the pike let go
of the dace and I got him in, or at least
what was left of him! The dace was
mutilated such was the attack by the
greedy little pike.
Not surprisingly the fish had
disappeared out of my swim so started
again to build up the area, introducing
an orange sized ball of groundbait and
keeping the loose feed going in. The
fish eventually returned but it was
the tiny dace that again showed first.
The Barrow now has a huge head of
dace. I fed really positively for the next
while with groundbait and loose feed
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to try and get the bigger fish back into
the swim all over again. In a repeat of
earlier, after catching another dozen
or so tiny dace the bigger fish pushed
them out of the swim. To my surprise
roach started to feed amongst the dace
and just when it looked like the roach
had bullied the dace out of the swim I
had another pike attack, possibly from
the same one as before. This time it hit
the fish and let go almost instantly but
my swim was destroyed again, with all
the fish either vacating or seriously on
edge and not feeding.

way down the swim, so I knew the pike
were back in chasing whatever fish
were in front of me. After three and a
half hours and 106 fish later I decided
to call it a day. I was happy that my rigs
worked for me and that I had actually
missed very few bites once the bigger

Sadly, my swim never recovered after
the second pike attack and the roach
never returned. The fishing had slowed
down from a fish a cast to a fish every
other run down. I kept putting a lot of
feed in to try and entice the fish to feed
confidently again but this didn’t have
the desired effect so I changed my rig. I
spread the bulk shots into a shirt button
s in
pattern and hoped that the change
tack
t
a
would make a difference. This change
ke
e pi
g
a
didn’t increase my catch rate. “Maybe
sav
me
o
a pinkie hook bait and smaller hook
s
e
wer
would work” I thought. I switched to
e
r
e
h
this and began catching tiny dace again. T y swim
m
At least I was catching, but I wanted the
bigger dace. In a match situation putting fish arrived (there is no angler so good
those tiny dace in the net when nothing that they can hit every bite from small
else is feeding is a real help to your final dace!). I wasn’t bumping fish on the
weight and could get you the result you rod and the hook choice seemed spot
want, more often than not.
on. As for the tiny dace I think there is a
little bit of practice needed on my part
For a third time on the day the swim to hit more of the bites from them, as I
went stone dead and I caught a dace
think these little fish will play a part in
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put in on the river leading up to the
festival. Hopefully I can improve my
running line tactics and stumble upon
some luck for the festival.
Until next time, tight lines!
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the Barrow Bonanza festival
(22nd- 23rd August).
A quick weigh of the fish
revealed I had put together a
pleasing 13lb 7ozs. As always,
after a few pictures the fish were
returned safely to the water. The
stick float is a wonderful way to
fish and the River Barrow is a
perfect river to fish it on. Once
you keep everything simple and
don’t try to complicate things
you will have an enjoyable days
fishing. A lot of practice will be
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Stockists of quality
Game, Carp, Pike,
Coarse and Sea tackle
065-679 7450

sales@fishingtackleireland.ie

Rods | Reels | Lures | Flies | Lines
Fresh Bait | Accessories | Vouchers

Open Monday to Saturday 9.30am-5.30pm
& until 7pm on Thursdays
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Skipper’s Diary
With John Fleming

I took the deep plunge head first
into the angling business in 2014 after
years of commercial fishing and angling
alike, and decided that starting my own
charter business was the way forward
for me. Turning your passion into your
business was certainly an eye opener as
there is a big difference between finding
fish for yourself and putting customers
over them.
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Fishing and angling have always
been a part of my life from a very young
age but the thoughts of giving an angler
the opportunity to catch big fish on light
gear always appealed to me. I find that
starting Blue Shark Angling has given me
a totally different outlook on angling and
provided great opportunities to both
teach and learn at the same time, which
makes my job all the more rewarding.
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Good times and bad
Since beginning this adventure I have
had many ups and downs, mostly
ups I‘m happy to say. Thankfully we
were blessed with fantastic weather
all summer long on the West coast
when I started back in May 2014.
This weather lasted all the way into
the autumn which made it very easy
to get out on the water - far from
the conditions we are having at the
moment, as I’m sure you’ve noticed!
This season so far has, unfortunately,
been a bit of a mixed bag, full of
cancellations due to weather and
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some unforeseen breakdowns,
which involved some open heart
surgery on my boat Brazen Hussy II.
Although we haven’t been able to
spend much time at sea this year so
far, the few days we did manage were
great, with fantastic company and
brilliant fishing. What more could a
man ask for? Things are now looking
up with the boat performing as well
as she should be and the weather
starting to settle. It’s time to get back
on the hunt for loads of fish, big and
small.
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Fishing Galway Bay
Obviously with the weather being so
bad I can’t help but look back to last
year for inspiration. This time last year
we were out on a regular basis and
targeting lots of different species, but
with the month that’s in it (July) I’m
starting to get an itch to chase those
big Blues. We were right in the thick
of them this time last year and with
not a single day suitable to target
them so far this season I’m definitely
starting to get antsy. Still, we must
be due some decent weather soon,
right?!
We might not have had a chance
to go after the shark yet but there
have been a few days seeking, and
catching, pollock and cod. This type
of general fishing always throws up
a few surprises. Using jigging tactics
involving a sliding boom, a 6-10ft
fluorocarbon leader of about 30lb and
anything from shads to sidewinders to
jellyworms (all of which work) on the
business end, we have been boating
good numbers of good quality fish
each day. Like I said, there’s nothing
like seeing a smiling customer when
the 12-20lb class rod buckles into a
decent fish!
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We also frequently use light
spinning rods with jig heads in the
shallower water, which is a fantastic
way of fishing especially as you can
feel every pluck, dive, and head shake
the hooked fish makes. We have also
had good species fishing again using
a flowing trace like the one described
above, with either ragworm, lugworm,
crab or mackerel for bait.
Nice-sized gurnards, Grey and Red,
are showing in good numbers, as well
as any amount of Ballan wrasse and of
course the colourful cuckoos. We have
managed to find the odd few plaice
and dabs but they have been scarce
so far. In deeper, rougher ground the
ever-present ling and conger eels have
been regularly falling to mackerel
baits.
And on the subject of mackerel, a
hot topic in the sea angling world at
the moment, they have finally showed
up in good numbers after waiting for
them for a long time. This is great for
all fishing, especially when targeting
the big tope we have here in Galway
Bay. I have always found that the tope,
here at least, really don’t like frozen
bait - it must be fresh.
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So, with all the whinging and moaning
done for now (which is compulsory
for a charter skipper!), I am looking
forward to the rest of the season for
fish of all different shapes, sizes and
species. That must be one of the best
things about sea angling, the huge
variety of species to target. How

Join John Fleming on board the
Brazen Hussy II out of Rossaveel
& Spiddal for great deep sea and
reef fishing in Galway Bay

could you ever get bored? There
are some exciting trips lined up for
sure but the one which sticks in my
mind is in August when I will have a
group over from Scotland. We will
be tracking down porbeagles, the
real big boys of the deep. As you may
know, these sharks have become very
scarce over the past 20 years due
to longlining but they are certainly
making a comeback and we will be
there waiting to hook into one of
these monsters in just a few weeks’
time. I will let you know how we fare.

Full day trips 9.00am–6.00pm
Half day or evening trips
6.30pm–9.30pm

So, for now it’s over and out from me,
Tight lines
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Phone: 087-7571320
Email: hello@bluesharkangling.ie
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The
“Summer

e
r
u
Fut

trouting”

Written by: Chris Fehilly (13)
Photography by: Chris Fehilly & friends

Simply put, kids are the future of everything – politics,
business, sport, the environment and, of course, fishing. It
is up to current generations to nurture them, to encourage
them and to teach them. However, some young anglers
appear to need little coaching and are already way
ahead of their years in terms of ability and knowledge.
One such protégé is 13-year old Chris Fehilly, of Dripsey,
Co. Cork. Chris has (literally) grown up on the banks of
the renowned Iniscarra Reservoir, eagerly watching the
hordes of visiting match anglers as they targeted the
lakes coarse fish. However, despite being adept at this
style of fishing (he has represented Ireland in the Under
14 World Championships in 2014 and in the Celtic Cup in
2013) his favourite form of angling involves a fly rod. And
it is a recent fly fishing trip that Chris has chosen to write
about…
With the warmer weather that Summer
generally brings, most fish species
become more active and feed up hard!
With this in mind on the way to one of
Ireland’s premier stocked brown and
rainbow Trout fishery’s Ardaire Springs
Trout Fishery I was very excited. The
thought of big, full-finned and mintconditioned trout slowly emerging
from the crystal clear depths and slowly
slurping dry flies filled my mind.
Upon arrival I noticed a lot of fish
rising. To target these I set up a 10ft 7wt
rod, floating line and two Klinkhammers,
one black and one olive, spaced 8ft apart
on an 18ft leader tapered from 15lb to
4lb fluorocarbon. These leaders basically
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taper from stiff to supple line and are
a great help in making the fly (or flies)
kick over on the cast. After a few casts
and a couple of refusals I noticed a fish
continually rising tight to the island.
On my next cast the olive Klinkhammer
landed right on his nose and almost
instantly the fish rocketed up and took
it! After a spirited scrap a fighting-fit
rainbow of around two and a half pounds
graced my net. I was very pleased, what
a great start to the day!
For the next hour or so I continued
to roam around the lake spotting and
picking off fish, most of which were
around the 3Ib mark. All the seasonal
dry flies worked for me - Klinkhammers,
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foam beetles, CDC Shuttlecocks and
various emergers all tempted fish. When
targeting fish rising to dries on lakes you
are almost always better off casting to
rising fish as oppose to casting anywhere
and everywhere. Of course, casting to
likely areas is also a very good approach
and may be your only option when you
can’t see or find any fish. I like to fish my
dries static but sometimes they will work
better striped or twitched. The only
way to find out what the fish want on a
particular day is to experiment until you
find their preference.
Around midday when the sun peeped
out and the temperature rose, the fish
dropped into the deeper water. This
practice of dropping into deeper water
is commonplace on lakes in the summer.
The best way to target these fish is to go
down in the water column after them.
Therefore, I set up an intermediate
line that sinks at around 2.5 inches per
second and two lures on the point, a
silver bodied Humongous and a red
holographic Cormorant on the dropper.
Fishing lures can prove very successful,
but can sometimes also prove to be a
waste of time – again, experimentation
is key. After a few casts on a count of ten
(to let the flies sink) and a slow figure
of eight retrieve I felt a solid pull on my
line but as I lifted into the fish the hook
came loose. After several more tugs and
pulls resulting in no proper hook ups I
decided to scrap the lure approach and
opt for a team of buzzers. I generally fish
three buzzers on a 15ft to 20ft leader on
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floating or midge
tip lines. On this
day I decided to
set up a team of
three on a 19ft
leader on a 3ft
midge tip line. On
the point I tied
on a red-arsed
buzzer with a
natural quill and
pearl rib, with
silver
cheeks
finished off with
three coats of
varnish.
Above
this I went for a
black buzzer with
a pearl rib and
orange
cheeks
and on the top
dropper I put a
very light buzzer
with a black body
and a natural
quill rib with
orange
cheeks
and a single
coat of varnish.
Buzzers are fished
extremely slowly
and a slow figure
of eight retrieve is
all that is required
to stay in contact
with them. A
take is registered
with the whole
line coming tight
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ants and, of course, the Daddy Long-legs
(Crane flies) all make for great sport. Fish
can be caught on dry flies all year round,
with buzzers and nymphs also being a
good bet throughout the seasons. Lures
can work very well in the winter or when
it is freshly stocked.
As the evening approached the fish
started to rise again. To pick off these
surface feeding fish I set up a single
CDC Shuttlecock that imitates a whole
range of emerging insects on a long
leader intended for individually rising
fish. This is by far my preferred method
of catching fish feeding on the surface.
Unfortunately the brownies and bigger
rainbows eluded me on the day but hard
fighting rainbows of 2-8Ib will always be
more than enough to keep me amused!
specifically fish dry’s on lakes a rod of 9ft
to 9ft 6in, 5wt or 6wt is better suited. As
for reels, a good cassette reel such as the
Airflo Switchblack or the Airflo Swith-pro
in the appropriate size is my favourite
but arm-wrenching takes can also be for coping with a wide range of lines and
enabling you to switch lines quickly.
expected.
On stocked fishery’s I like a 10ft 7wt
rod to cope with a wide range of line
densities ranging from a floater all the
way to a Di7 and everything in between.
My favourite rod for this is the 10ft 7wt
Mackenzie DTX. It has the fast recovering
tip that aids casting but also has the
backbone to fire a Di7 line and two lures
out to the horizon. It is also suited to
fishing dry flies but if you are going to
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Anyway, enough tackle talk and back
to the water. On my second cast with the
buzzer approach my line went tight and
I saw a great silver flash from the depths
as I lifted into a solid trout. After a long,
hard fight that really tired my arm, a
lovely rainbow of about 8Ibs entered
my net. After a quick photo the fish was
released. After another couple of fish I
noticed that they slowly came higher into

the water column. To keep in touch with
the level they were feeding at I switched
to a floating line with the same set up.
Patience is the key to buzzer fishing, as
casts can often take 5-10 minutes to
retrieve.

Tight lines,

Ardaire Springs Trout fishery is a
brilliant lake stocked with fish from
2lb to an amazing 20lb and is not your
typical ‘stocky pond’. The rainbows
and browns, for the most part are in
perfect condition and grow on to huge
sizes from the excellent natural fly life buzzers, Duck fly, olives, and caddis are
the main aquatic hatches. Also a wide
range of terrestrials can get blown on
to the water including various beetles ,
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“Listen to the sound of the river and you will get a trout” ~ Irish proverb
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Dorsal larger & set
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I.D. of rudd, roach and their hybrids

Dorsal smaller &
almost level with front
of pelvic fins

Roach

Rutilus rutilus

Scale
count
42-45

Downturned

mouth

Dorsal rudd-like & midway along pelvic fin

Rudd x Roach hybrid
Scale
count
39-46
Both lips
level

This is a general guide only, based on body features. Genetic analysis is the
only truly accurate method of differentiating rudd, roach and their hybrids
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sprays, Pure Natural
kit now in stock!

Visit us:
Unit 23 Orion Business Centre,
Ballycoolin,
Blanchardstown,
Dublin 15
Phone us: 01-8991185

Email: info@mainirishangling.com

www.mainirishangling.com
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Seriously
light & has
spare spool
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Tackle reviews by

Ben Carvosso, Craig Murphy
& Bill Brazier
SHIMANO TECHNIUM
3000SFD - RRP ~
€185/£130

Over the past couple of seasons I have
really started to enjoy my ultra-light
fishing. It started off as a way to target
perch in my local waters but over the
past 18 months I have found myself
targeting a whole host of species with
my light spinning/jigging setup - it really
has opened my eyes to the vast array of
angling possibilities out there.
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My first setup wasn’t exactly a balanced
outfit and I just mish-mashed some gear
from the tackle shed to make do as I
explored the world of light lure fishing.
I used a 9ft soft spinning rod and a 4000
front drag reel loaded with Nanofil, and
although it wasn’t ideal, it did what it
was meant to do, and introduced me to
light lure fishing.
About eight months ago I decided
I needed to upgrade my setup and
settled on a nice 6ft, two piece, 3-15grm
rod that was as light as a feather with

a super action. Next I needed to match
it with a decent little front drag reel.
The options were endless but I
decided to go with Shimano as I
have been using their reels since
I was a kid. There were plenty of
options and having had previous
experience
with the
Exage, Stradic
and Elf
models in
4000 size,
I
decided
to go
for a
different
model
and
settled
on the
Technium
3000.
My initial plan was
to go for a 2500 or smaller again, but I
thought this might restrict its uses, and
after checking out the 3000, it balanced
beautifully with the rod in question.
The Technium in the smaller sizes is a
mid-priced Shimano that won’t have the
wife pulling her hair out if she finds the
receipt stashed in your coat pocket. The
price is a far cry from its bigger brother
in the 12000 bracket, but they are a
different animal altogether.
The one I picked up is the 3000 SFD,
I think the latest version of the reel.

As far as I can see the only difference
between the SFD and the SFC is
cosmetic, with the former now
coming in a classy black
finish. The reel
features 3 ball
bearings coupled
with a high quality
roller bearing for added
smoothness along with
X-Ship gearing to aid with
winding power. So what
does this all mean in
layman’s terms?
Well, the reel is
seriously light
and although
the material
used is not as
light as the Ci4
used in some other
models, it comes in
at a very respectable
270 grams compared
to the higher spec,
top of the range
Rarenium Ci4 3000
which comes in at
200grams.
For such a small reel, the winching
power is awesome and even dragging in
a large lump of seaweed from distance
is no problem at all. On the other end
of the scale the sensitivity is very good,
and working a small lure very slowly is
done with ease and precision. The drag
is what you would expect from a good
quality front drag Shimano; sensitive,
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with casting.
Gripe time; well
I don’t have any
really, apart from
the very thin, very
flimsy bail-arm they
have put on the reel.
Previous Technium
models featured a
bail arm composed
of two different
components which
would wear down
through prolonged
use with braided
mainlines – not
good! Apparently
Shimano have
rectified this
with the current
smooth and easy to control when
one piece bail arm but I am not so
fighting a decent sized fish.
convinced. It doesn’t impact on the
reels performance, but I don’t think the
It comes with a spare spool which really new design will take a serious bashing.
is essential for
The older
a spinning reel.
Shimano
Awesome winching
You would think
reels really
power, sensitive
is the norm, but
were made
it is surprising the
to last, they
smooth drag
amount of reels
were famous
on the market that don’t offer one. I
for it. I know the latest fad is to make
spooled mine up with 6lb Spider Wire
reels lighter, but should quality and
for drop-shot fishing and 20lb Nanofil
robustness be sacrificed? I was looking
for targeting larger species or for fishing at the Spro Red Arc I use for all my
places like the beach. Line lay is superb freshwater float and feeder fishing and
which obviously helps with casting small to be honest, they seem to be a lot
lures and jigs and the AR-C spool design more solid whilst keeping performance
with the out-turned lip really does aid
on par with the Shimano.
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So what have I used the reel for? Well,
basically everything! It started life
purely as a drop-shot reel but I have
enjoyed using it so much that it now
goes to the beach when spinning for
Sea trout. It also makes a great reel for
some of the salmon rivers I fish and the
clutch is a joy when playing a decent,
fresh run grilse on light tackle. I have
a few other plans for it in the coming
weeks as the fishing seasons change
yet again and I am sure it will be up to
anything I throw at it.
Ben Carvosso

For more details click or tap here

ULLCATCH BAIT
WEAVER - RRP ~ €15

Being an all-round angler I switch from
fresh to salt water at peak times for
certain species so my sea box could be
put away for months on end while I’m
out targeting freshwater species and
vice versa. I guess like many of you, I’ve
often opened my sea or pike box to be
confronted with a rotten ball of what
used to be a roll of bait elastic! I’ve
tried to solve my problem by investing
in elastic dispensers but none were
up to the job and were more hassle
than they were worth, with the elastic
retracting into the unit and being a pain
to rethread. They also didn’t prevent
the elastic from rotting as they were
not water tight. Then along came the
Ullcatch Bait Weaver. I got mine as soon
as they were available and have used
it ever since. I only recently finished
off my second spool of elastic which I
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was very impressed with since I rarely
see an empty spool, mine are usually
either lost or degraded so much that its
unusable. Thankfully I haven’t lost my
Weaver yet, largely as you can attach it
to a retractor on your jacket, the likes of
which fly anglers use for hanging tools
on their waist coats. I prefer this setup
over the lanyard supplied as the Weaver
is always to hand and ready to use.
I’ve put the Weaver through its paces
thoroughly between pike and sea
angling since it came out but, as you
can see from my pictures, although its
grubby on the outside it remains clean

This system
revolutionises
bait elastic

the large opening. The only possible
general use and blue is heavy for boat
drawback is that it only takes Ullcatch’s fishing or larger baits.
spools of elastic. I can understand
Elastic refills retail for €2.99 and the
Weaver is €15.99. Money
why they have made
Faultless
well spent in my opinion. I
it this way , other
elastic brands might
rate it a 9.5 out of 10, only
- elastic is
not have uniform
deducting half a point
always
where
spool dimensions
because it doesn’t come
which could interfere
it should be with Bluetooth! Seriously
though, this is 2015s
with the smooth
operation of the weaver also the elastic must have product for the sea and pike
angler. It’s Irish innovation, too. Enough
might not be up to scratch. Ullcatch
said.
are striving for perfection at the end
of the day. Thankfully the bait elastic
refills are widely available and come
Craig Murphy
in three different sizes; orange is light
For more details click or tap here
for delicate baits, green is medium for

PALLATRAX GRIPZ
HOOKS - RRP ~ £4.50
I have been using Pallatrax gear for
quite a while and as I am associated
with them I didn’t think
it would be fair to be doing
honest impartial reviews on their
bait and tackle. However I did think
a quick review of their new Gripz
hooks would be interesting
to readers as not much, if
anything has been written
about them here in Ireland.

on the inside. I honestly cannot find a
fault, which is very rare when talking
about any fishing product. It does
exactly what it says on the packaging -
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easy to thread in all weather conditions,
fresh elastic every time and the elastic
is always where it should be. Threading
a new spool is child’s play due to

barbless. Let me explain… For as long as
barbless hooks have been around, there
has always been the debate on whether
they are truly safer and kinder in angling
situations.
One side of the argument
is that the barb on
a normal hook
causes

damage when you
are removing them from
The brainchild of Pallatrax head honcho, a fish
as there is more of it lodged in
Simon Pomeroy, the Gripz really are
the flesh. There is also the fear
something different when it comes to
that if a fish does get deep hooked, a
hooks. They are aimed at the barbless
lot more harm can come when trying to
market but are neither barbed nor
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Are these
the answer to
barbless hooks?

tearing open a larger hole – they stayed
put and really did do what they were
supposed to do! I was impressed to say
the least.
Ben Carvosso

For more details click or tap here

DAIWA EXCELER
2500A- RRP ~ €100

retrieve the barbed hook from where
ever it is stuck.
The flip side is that some people think
barbless hooks cause more damage to
fish during the fight, as the hook can
pop in and out, thus making more than
just one hook hold, and actually end up
ripping lips and other parts they come
in contact with.

theory is that they are designed to work
as a barbless hook, but where the barb
would be there are instead a number of
groves which help the hook grip into the
fish’s mouth during the fight. So, what
you are getting is a hook that won’t
damage the fish with a barb, but will
also stay in the mouth during the fight.

I have only used them once as I just
received a few packets of them recently.
I went to use them on busy water
Whatever side of the fence you are on,
where a lot of fish are on the cards
the reality is, if you are going to use
and was really impressed with how
a hook to catch a fish, it is inevitable
that some sort of damage will be done, they worked. They are designed on my
favourite pattern from Pallatrax, which
and we as anglers just have to accept
is aptly named ‘The Hook’, so I already
that. However, in this day and age you
knew how they perform, and during
just have to do as much as possible to
minimize risk and look after your quarry. the entire session I didn’t lose a single
fish. The hook didn’t move around in
the mouth like a barbless so often does,
Getting back to the Gripz hooks, the
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If you are an all-round angler like me,
who fishes for just about everything at
some point during the year, then you
will no doubt realise that you
need quite a lot of varied
tackle items to cope with
different fishing situations.
In an ideal world, I
think we would all
like to have the
top set-ups for
every angling
discipline
and niche but
the reality is
often very
different for
most of us.
A product that
can effectively
serve the same roles when targeting
different species has to be a good
thing, especially for our pockets!
At the beginning of this year I
was on the lookout for a quality

reel which would cope well in saltwater
but which could also crossover into my
general coarse fishing. On the Daiwa
stand at the Big One angling show in
England back in February I found exactly
what I was looking for; a small reel from
Daiwa’s latest Exceler range, the 2500A.
It ticked all of my boxes, oozing quality,
feeling sublime and also looking superb,
it even came with a spare spool! This is
the most-affordable, truly saltwaterproof reel Daiwa
currently

produce but at the
time I couldn’t help
thinking I should
have splashed
out and gone for
an even more
upmarket
version.
Although I am
known for
really looking
after my
gear it still
doesn’t take
long for any
sub-average
product to show its
true colours so what
would time tell me?
Well, after nearly six
months of hard use I am
happy to report that my
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model are capable of taking 190m of
0.25mm line.

Typical Daiwa superb quality,
design & build

little Exceler has performed impeccably. with four ball bearings and Daiwa’s
In fact, it is now my favourite reel! Its
usual impeccable gearing system, makes
moulded aluminium
the reel turn
unbelievably
body and handle
Spare spool,
These
make this reel not
Saltwater-proof & smoothly.
only incredibly
aspects alone are
less than €100!
robust and durable
essential I feel for
but also light,
enjoyable days
weighing in at just over 250g (9oz). It
lure fishing, when you are holding the
features Daiwa’s graphite Air Rotor to
rod almost constantly.
further reduce weight and, coupled
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Testament to the reel’s quality, I have used
it for LRF style fishing in both salt and
freshwater as well as for larger species
on stouter tackle such as bass, wrasse,
mullet, carp and tench. The low retrieve
ratio of 5.6:1 makes slower, more intricate
retrieves easier when lure fishing and
this only adds to the pleasure of using
it. The line lay, as you would expect with
Daiwa, is excellent and it casts like a
dream which (although not designed for
it) makes float and feeder work for coarse
fish feel effortless. Its front drag system is
brilliant too, going from fully’ locked up’
to totally free in less than three turns. The
quickness of adjustment translates into
less fish lost due to incorrect drag settings.

The Exceler comes with the now
standard Twist Buster to reduce line
twist (it really does work!) and also
a spare (black) aluminium spool.
Frustratingly, this is a feature which a lot
of tackle manufactures are now doing
away with but having two spools allows
me to have one filled with braid and
one holding mono, vastly increasing the
opportunity to use the reel for different
fishing styles. Both spools on the 2500A

As I mentioned, I do like keep my fishing
gear in tip-top condition but even so my
little Exceler 2500A is still as it was when
I took it out of the box and I believe it will
stay that way for a long, long time. And
the best part about the reel? Its price!
I refuse to believe that there can be a
better saltwaterproof (primarily)
lure reel for
under €100. I
honestly cannot
fault it. Well done
Daiwa!
Bill Brazier

For more details click or tap here
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Reporting from a
recent trip to the
Emerald Isle
The Totally Awesome Fishing Show
just returned from a filming session
down at Courtmacsherry where they
fished with Mark Gannon on the
“Lady Louise”. Graeme’s first trip to
Courtmac was over thirty years ago
and he has always returned there
when writing articles for the fishing
press. Now, with son Mike, the
films take priority and despite some
strong wind and rain they returned
to the UK having completed no less
than 7 films, in 7 days! Quite an
achievement given that the weather
was against them.
Mike got among the Conger, Ling
and Pollack, but reckons his epic
battle with a Blue shark while
anchored just 3 miles off the Seven
Heads, was the highlight of the trip.
“We were actually after mixed reef
fish at anchor” he said, “but Mark
made us run out a shark line from
the stern, together with a bag full
of mashed fish as an attractant. We
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all saw the shark on the surface
and at first thought it was a
Sunfish as we had seen several
on previous days. It looked like
the shark was trying to eat our
yellow float, but by winding fast
we dragged the bait towards the
surface where it soon grabbed it.
The fight was a bit of an epic, with
a trip round the boat, over and
under the anchor rope, until it was

eventually tailed aboard”. Mark
Gannon tags many sharks each
season and has recently had one
of his tagged sharks turn up off the
Cape Verde Islands, thousands of
miles away. The entire event from
hookup to tagging and release was
captured on film, to be shown on
an upcoming Totally Awesome
episode.

“his epic battle
with a Blue shark
while anchored just
3 miles off the Seven
Heads, was the
highlight of the trip”
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“The second event was getting
blown off and having to fish for
Bass from the mooring of the
Lady Louise” said Graeme. “We
had previously caught a few
Mackerel and kept them in a
live well, but with a big spring
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tide the current and weed made
using them difficult. So I rigged
up a dead Mackerel and set it a
couple of feet off the bottom, right
under the boat. We both thought
we were onto a blank, but after
several hours the rod folded over

“I was amazed
how it has tried
to engulf such a
bait as large as a
1lb Mackerel”
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and ended up with a chunky Bass.
I was amazed how it has tried to
engulf such a bait as large as a 1lb
Mackerel…..but I’m glad it did!”
The deadly duo also had some
good Wrasse from the rocks to
the north of Seven Heads, and
one day had to drive all the way
West to Galley Head just to get
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out of the wind. On the way back
to catch the Stena Line ferry at
Rosslare they dropped in to see
Dusto (www.dusto.org) in Cork,
and did a film interview with him
on some of the current artwork
he was working on. Are they
scheduling a trip back to Ireland??
Graeme assures us he has an
invite to hit the Beara peninsula

again for some great shore fishing,
and one of his targets is a Sixgill
shark from the shore. Two have
recently been caught from Luke
Aston’s boat up near Loop Head
in Clare, so you never know. “Got
to be in it to win it” said Graeme.
And of course there will be those
Totally Awesome Fishing Shows on
Ireland due to appear on YouTube,

free to watch on Fridays at 7pm.
Currently running at over 13.5
million views and an amazing
71,666 subscribers...
Click the buttons below
for some Totally Awesome
Fishing!
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Angling

Centre

fishingtackle2u.co.uk

Unit 44
Argyle Business Centre
Belfast
Open 9
am-5
BT13
2AP
Mon-S pm
at

Ideally situated just 2mins from the Westlink, in Belfast
City centre, our store promises big things and delivers!
Our range of tackle is enviable and we stock all major
brands at competitive prices!

To most Irish anglers, the name Terry Jackson needs little introduction.
Simply put, he is one of, if not the best all round big-fish fishermen the
island has ever produced, with an incredible array of specimen and
record-breaking fish to his credit. On top of his amazing knowledge,
skill and watercraft, he is also a really nice guy. In the next two issues
we delve into his mind to find out just why he started angling in the
first place, how he has remained
so determined after all
these years, what
problems angling faces
and
what the future holds
for us all...

POLEHILL CARP FISHERY

Is our premier match complex consisting of
4 fishable lakes, including ‘Donut’, our 30-peg
circular lake, which has produced winning
catches of up to 87lb

rg
fo

’t
n

Do

Call us on 02890 313156		
Email us at sales@fishingtackle2u.co.uk
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McKees
Bangor’s Angling
Superstore
16 Balloo Avenue
Call 02891 454983

et
!

Please visit our site for exclusive deals
with quick delivery and excellent service!

An interview with Terry Jackson
Part 1
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Q. So, where did your life as an angler begin, Terry?
Who were your major influences? What was your first
memory of fishing (or even your first fish)?
A. My life as an angler began at the age of six. I saw
fish topping in my grandfather’s pond in Burnham-OnCrouch, Essex and I was mesmerised. He made me a rod
from a branch, honest! I caught my first Rudd, butterbronze, ten layers of varnish and red-crimson fins. I
was hooked! I will never forget feeling the life-force of
that animal, pulling against the make-shift rod, making
it shudder and dip, as I guided it to the bank. My prize
was held up, I wanted to keep it, but was taught the
necessity of safe release, even then, forty six years ago.
I still uphold that belief.
I always had an interest in the wonders of nature from
an early age, collecting eggs from tree-top nests, catching
C r e s t e d
N e w t s ,
Dragonflies
and grasshoppers.
I
even found
a Bullfinch
chick
that
had
been
thrown from
a nest and
reared it to
adulthood.
It
sat
on
my shoulder
when
I
walked about
Many of these anglers taught me
garden.
how to catch fish, sadly many the
are no longer with us
But
my
first fish was
something really special. It captured my imagination, and
opened the doors to greater things. All children should
experience the adventure of angling, and learn about
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Winning the club league end of year match, with over 300 roach for
13lbs if I
remember correctly! My proud dad (Sam) pats me on the head

the environment, conservation and most importantly,
sustainability. My grandfather saw this awakening in
me, and later bought me a second hand float rod and
centre-pin reel, which I used to catch everything from
Crucian Carp to Mackerel. My father later took on the
role of encouragement, taking me fishing and nurturing
my passion through my early years, for which I am
eternally grateful.
My national heroes were Kevin Ashurst and Ivan
Marks, men who have forgotten more about the art
of catching fish than I will ever know, but that’s an
article in itself. My local heroes as I grew up were Irish
match-men such as Jimmy Douglas, Alan Ross, Sean
Foy, Colin Martin, Bobby Smithers and Alan Larkin,
with UK imports such as Barry Nicholson and Gordon
Dickinson, men whose angling abilities were amazing,
men I learned from and strived to equal, but rarely
managed to.
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Q. In your formative years you were a match angler
of quite some repute, can you tell us more about this
period in your angling; highlights, lowlights, reasons for
the interest in the competition scene…
A. I loved catching fish! I didn’t care what they were,
or what size, although larger species always offered that
all-important adrenaline rush. My father in his wisdom
thought we should join a local club to learn more, and
we were soon enrolled into one of the largest clubs in
Ireland at that time, East Belfast Coarse Angling Club,
still running to this day, and mostly through the tireless
efforts of Robert Buick.
This
was
my
introduction
into match
a n g l i n g ,
j u n i o r
section, and
we
fished
the
winter
l e a g u e s
throughout
the country,
learning and
eventually
working my
way onto the
leader board, My second record Roach. Any record is a lovely achievement
fishing against
fabulous teenage anglers such as John Montgomery,
Phillip Bowman, Julian McGauley, Willy Russell, Lyndon
Reid and many more.
I suppose, one of my highlights was winning the
coveted “Milk Marketing Board Competition”, as a junior,
beating all the seniors as well, although they only gave
me the junior prize fund! Phillip Bowman replicated this
the following year, proving that the juniors were learning
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fast!
In
those
d a y s ,
m a t c h
angling was
relatively
c h e a p ,
and junior
a n g l e r s
were
able
to take part
in
most
matches.
The cost of
fuel,
bait,
entry
fees
and
highend
tackle
has
made
this
quite
an exclusive
hobby
and
difficult for
youngsters
One of my early specimens, a ling
caught whilst targeting Cuckoo to compete I
wrasse in Belfast Lough in 400ft
of water. Size 1 fine wire hook, am saddened
20lbs hooklength. The area is not
known for ling over 12lbs!
to say. This
is a pity as
joining a local club and competing is definitely a fast
track approach to learning how to target species,
“nurse” a swim, build a shoal, play fish without losing
them, etc. Countless top match anglers took me under
their wing and showed me how to “tweak” the gear,
just a tiny bit, to catch a fish you were convinced wasn’t
present in the swim.
Qualifying for my place on the Irish team for the
World Freshwater Coarse Fishing Championships in
Italy and again in Belgium was the pinnacle of my
match angling days, later followed by qualifying for
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the Saltwater World Championships as captain of the
Irish Boat Team. Obtaining three Irish Records whilst
searching for specimens also rates quite highly I must
admit...
Q. When do you feel you ‘became’ an all-round angler,
or have you always been so at heart?
A. I have always been an all-round angler, not necessarily
a good one, but I honestly love catching fish, from Roach
to sharks, it doesn’t matter. As time passed, I managed
to gain further experience in catching most species,
learning about each particular fish, its habits, feeding
patterns, the correct tackle etc. Although I have the
greatest respect for anglers that dedicate many years
to become experts in targeting Carp or Pike or Trout
for instance, that could never be for me, I would become
bored all too quickly.
I have always loved the variety that is Irish angling, and I always will.
Here I am with my
first specimen perch, caught after much persistence!

I love the variety that is Irish angling, especially
in this beautiful country we are blessed with. With
variety comes the knowledge necessary to target each
individual species. Also the range of environments and
habitats visited, and not forgetting the friendly locals
and like-minded anglers met on the way. By learning
how to target a range of species, in both freshwater and
saltwater, an angler realises how to adapt and alter
methods and tactics to his advantage when targeting
all species.
Over time, my angling knowledge has grown, to
what extent I’m not quite sure, but I am confident to
tackle any species available, both in tactics and tackle
set-up and throughout every season. At any day of the
year, there is a species somewhere that is feeding, and
can be caught, if the angler is prepared to broaden his
horizons and of course, travel to particular destinations
in Ireland.

A spectacularly marked 5lb 12oz specimen
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Brownie from Ashford Castle
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Q. You are now (rightly so) known as one of Irelands
very top specimen anglers – when did this love affair
begin, how and why?
A. I appreciate the compliment Bill, thank you. I had
an invite aboard Tommy Martin’s boat at the time,
the “Missy Moo” out of Bangor. It was the first time I

this one in the late 80s that first sparked
It was catching colourful Cuckoo wrasse like
my interest in specimen hunting

was out with a serious professional skipper, in the late
1980’s I think. We were targeting and catching Pollack
over the Klondike Reef, when large Cuckoo Wrasse began
to show. There were five specimens on-board in quite
quick succession, and anglers were making a fuss over
them. I asked what exactly classified a specimen and the
lads gave me a quick run-down.
This challenge appealed to my competitive streak, and
with that I scaled down the hook and bait sizes and focused
on trying to find my first specimen. I fished my heart
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out and couldn’t
catch one, and
reluctantly went
back
to
the
Pollack, size 8/0
hooks and full
sides of mackerel.
You guessed it,
my next fish was
a Cuckoo Wrasse
at 1lb 10.5 oz,
just 1.5 oz off
the Irish Record
at that time. Of
course,
I
was
well and truly
hooked,
and
still continue to
catch specimens,
even though my
methods
are
sometimes
as
unorthodox
as
that example!
Q. There have
been
many
memorable
captures
for
now. The last
A 22lb Turbot from quite some time ago
Terry
Jackson
ying weight
recorded specimen to date despite the qualif
down the years,
being dramatically dropped
including several
Irish records, but which one, if any, sticks out most in
your mind?
A. Hmmm... Tough one… Records are extremely
memorable but possibly my 22lb Turbot. It will be a
long time before such fish are seen again around Ireland,
if ever!

This interview continues in Issue 6...
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A

s summer time grips the country,
many game anglers turn their attention
to the enigmatic Sea trout. Sea-going
Salmo trutta will begin to migrate into
our rivers in late spring but it is those
mild, dark, settled summer nights
that offer fishermen the cream of the
fishing, as larger numbers of fish are
present.

“Little Silver Stream”, is an acidic river
which starts it’s life in the peat bogs of
Reenascreena, north west of Clonakilty.
Murmuring its way through the
countryside, it flows seawards for some
14 miles, entering the tidal estuary at
Timoleague before mixing with the salt
water of the Celtic Sea a further three
miles out at the picturesque fishing
village of Courtmacsherry.

Many rivers and streams in my neck
of the woods, west Cork, such as the
Bandon, Glashaboy, Illen and Owenabue
to name but a few, hold healthy stocks
of Sea trout. Recently the Argideen
river caught my attention due to some
encouraging catch reports, with fish
up to 4lbs being grassed. The Argideen
river, translated from the Irish meaning

The river maintains one of the best
wild, naturally producing stocks of Sea
trout in Cork, if not the entire country.
Fishing in the lower few miles of the
river, the upper estuary and above the
tidal limit, is controlled by Argideen
Anglers Ltd., who in conjunction with
Inland Fisheries Ireland, are maintaining
and developing the Argideen Fishery.

Locating a shoal of fish during a day time
reconnaissance will pay off on a night time sojourn

Sea trout from
the little silver stream
By Jason Nash

Photography: Jason Nash & Bill Brazier
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Watching the water and mesmerised
by the fly hatches at dusk
Prior to embarking on a night time
expedition, one must walk the river
banks to familiarise oneself with
their surroundings and this cannot be
stressed enough on a small river such
as the Argideen. Short, deep, tree lined
pools characterise the fishery and
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to maximise chances of sport, notes
should be made of where the head of
a pool starts, where the main body of
the pool is and where the shelving tail
is located. Overhanging branches not
only provide great cover for resting Sea
trout but are also fly magnets! Wearing

polarised sunglasses will enable the
angler to detect which pools are holding
fish, so in turn, they can aim for those
areas once night time falls.
Anyone wishing to fish the three
miles of river controlled by Argideen

Anglers should meet up with Peter
Wolstenholme, whose knowledge of the
waters is encyclopedic. Peter started
fishing the river in 1974 and since then
has caught nearly 3,000 Sea trout to his
own rod, with 99% coming to the fly at
night time. Needless to say a fisherman
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with a record like this should be
listened to intently and all advice
taken on board! Peter and I tackled
up for an evening cast at Inchy
Bridge, where anglers habitually
and excitedly congregate before
commencing their fishing. Those
who arrive first get to pick their
pool and if enough anglers are
present a draw takes place. You are
allocated a pool at the beginning of
the night and you are free to roam
the rest of the river if and when
other areas become available.
Peter decided we should fish the
‘Big Flat’ which is a long pool, by
Argideen standards, at the lower
end of the fishery.
Peter started off by asking what
fly I intended to use. With my own
choice of fly being turned down (!),
he produced his own box of tricks
and encouraged me to tie on a fly
of his own making. Featuring a gold
bead head, the pattern itself was
a Teal, Blue and Silver adaptation
tied sparsely with a subtle touch of
lure-flash. Synthetic materials have
been introduced into traditional
patterns resulting in improved
catches. With this trusted fly tied
to the point of an 8lb fluorocarbon
leader, I attached a favourite fly of
mine to the dropper; an Alexandra
variant with jungle cock cheeks.
Since it was a relatively bright night
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“As the saying goes, the brighter the night the brighter the fly”

we opted for brighter flies; as the
saying goes the brighter the night
the fly, and vice versa. Stick to this
general rule when after Sea trout
and you won’t go too far wrong.
Strolling down to the river bank
with bated breath I was met by a
beautiful pool. A small deflector at
the narrow head helps the current
along, before it broadens out into
a slow body of water which gently
gathers pace at the tail, where
an island splits the river in two.
This is a comfortable spot to fish
as one can cast overhead, as long
as you keep the rod up high to
avoid the tall marsh grass behind.
Peter drew my attention to a small
stream which exits an oxbow lake
and instructed me to start there.
Beginning with a short cast, a slow
figure of eight retrieve was the
order of the night, with a small
downstream mend to counteract
the slight back eddy in the margins.
Wading is not encouraged on the
Argideen if at all possible, as fish
can be lying very close to the near
bank. Sea trout are extremely
shy creatures and a stealthy,
heron-like approach should be
employed. After a couple of casts
Peter knowingly directed me to
slow down the retrieve as he really
wanted the flies to come around
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at a snail’s pace. I had to be continually
reminded of this for a while as I’m not
used to fishing so slowly. The trick was to
keep the fly on the move and never let it
pause.
Working my way down the pool,
a couple of fish began to show which
boosted confidence levels. Sea trout
don’t always betray their presence by
continually lunging out of the water but
when they do, anticipation of a take is
drastically multiplied, especially in the
gloomy darkness of night. Considerate
casts elevate ones chances of a take

On the other hand, repetitive casting
in the same area without change is
discouraged. The angler is better served
by moving downriver if no interest is
shown and fishing the lie again once the
pool has been fished through. As I moved
down towards the tail, Peter notified
me of a particularly good taking area.
Concentrating as the fly neared the end
of its swing, I felt the unmistakable hit
of a Sea trout nailing my fly. A snappy
lift of the rod and the fish was on. Line
disappearing, the trout tore down river
to the sweet tune of the reel. Several
jumps and head shakes later, Peter
slipped the net under a solid fish over

An Alexandra variant
with jungle cock cheeks
proved too much for
this Sea trout

“... a pristine, wild fish fresh from the sea. That is
what fly fishing for Sea trout at night is all about”
Pg 64
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Time for a change of flies? Its always
advised to face away from the river when
doing so to prevent spooking the fish

2lbs in weight. Adrenaline pumping, I
was elated to see such a pristine, wild
fish fresh from the sea. That is what fly
fishing for Sea trout at night is all about,
and in such a charming, idyllic setting
you simply couldn’t ask for better.
Confident in the knowledge that
he had passed on enough advice for
the night, Peter left me to my own
devices at midnight, as I made my
way upstream to fish “The Nooks”.
Recalling Peter’s guidance as we walked
the pool earlier, I made a short cast
to start proceedings… and I flung the
flies straight into the tree opposite
me! A moment of madness as I must

“The trick was to keep the fly on
the move and never let it pause”
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have thought I was on the much larger
Bandon again and sure enough I parted
company with my flies, which sadly
included Peter’s gift.
With no messing about (as I had to
leave soon) I quickly retied a leader with
a half inch aluminium Squirrel, Blue and
Silver tube fly on the point and another
Alexandra variant on the dropper.
Without another bead headed fly in my
armoury, I hoped the tube would have
the same effect. Ensuring casts were
only a rod length in distance, I had a
take almost immediately and another
Sea trout shot downstream in double

Admiring a fresh run fish
of over 2lb on the grass
before returning it
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Exhibition is in the Blue House Gallery, Main Street, Schull from 7th to 19th August

“Speedy Sea trout”

”

Painted oil on board
by Peter Wolstenholme
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quick time. Rod bent over, this
seemed to be a better fish as it
played stubbornly after its initial
run. Gaining control of the trout
as it tired out, I slid down the
bank to land my prize. Another
beauty, this fish must have
weighed two and a half pounds
or so. Admiring it on the grass
and taking a few quick photos, I
slipped him back and he shot off
on his merry way in no time.
This visit was at the beginning
of July when Sea trout fishing
was described as being very
good. A flood has since hit the
river but prospects remain
promising as more “schoolies”
or “juniors” weighing between
6oz and 1lb 4oz will enter the
river from now until the seasons
end on October 12th. Larger fish,
which have spawned every year,
will return in the late summer
and autumn. My sincere thanks
to Peter Wolstenholme for
guiding me on a night out and
sharing his vast knowledge of
the river.
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Carefully returning a solid,
beautifully marked Sea trout
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“If I fished only to capture fish, my fishing
trips would have ended long ago”
Zane Grey
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Thanks for reading...

Off
the
Scale
Casting a new eye on angling

